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Note from Pastor Kevin Lea: Every time you swipe your card at a retailer, you now risk compromising all
your card information. This problem will not be solved until there is a new Point of Sale system in place
that relies on encrypted cards with a biometric key. As I explain in my note to a related article, this
“solution” or a similar one will enable the future Antichrist to control the buying and selling of every
person on the planet as prophesied in the Bible. We are getting very close to these last of the last days.
Consumers are focused on massive cyber thefts aimed at big retailers like Target, but the real security problems
to be wary of are at small and medium-sized businesses with fewer digital defenses, NBC News reported.
Small businesses are especially vulnerable because they spend far less money to protect their information,
including customer accounts, and digital infrastructure. Security software firm Symantec estimated that in 2013,
31 percent of all cyber attacks were aimed at companies with less than 250 employees. “It’s not happening with
any lower frequency than the Targets you’re reading about,” said John Rose, a senior partner at The Boston
Consulting Group.
According to the National Cyber Security Alliance and Symantec, about 77 percent of small companies believe
their company is protected from a cyber-attack, and yet 83 percent of them do not even have a written security
policy. NBC News reported that the consequences can be much more catastrophic for a smaller firm than for big
retailers like Target.
As time goes on, data breaches and concerns about digital privacy are forcing consumers to put more emphasis
on companies that protect their personal data, the network said. It concluded the degree to which companies
keep their data secure could be added to the same checklist for customers as price and product quality.
“What’s at stake is you will switch retailers, you will switch banks, switch credit card providers” to achieve
protection, Rose predicted.
Credit Union Times reported the FBI is warning retailers that more cyber crooks are expected to try to steal
their credit card and debit card information at the point of sale.
“As the [Department of Homeland Security] report suggests, the growing popularity of this type of malware, the
accessibility of the malware on underground forums, the affordability of the software and the huge potential
profits to be made from retail POS systems in the United States make this type of financially-motivated cyber
crime attractive to a wide range of actors,” a report from the FBI's Cyber Division said.
The FBI said it discovered …
To read this article in its entirety, go to:
http://www.moneynews.com/StreetTalk/cyber-attack-stores-Target/2014/01/30/id/550009

